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 Ludwig van Beethoven (1770–1827) Concerto No. 5 in E-flat Major for Piano and Orchestra,
  Op. 73, Emperor
   Allegro
   Adagio un poco mosso
   Rondo: Allegro
    André Watts

 Dmitri Shostakovich (1906–1975) Symphony No. 10 in E Minor, Op. 93
   Moderato
   Allegro
   Allegretto
   Andante – Allegro 

I N T E R M I S S I O N

Watts Plays Beethoven

The 2017-18 season piano soloists are generously sponsored by  
The Michelle F. Rohé Distinguished Pianists Fund.

The Thursday night concert is generously sponsored by Ellie and Mike Gordon.
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NOTES by michael clive

one year before his Symphony No. 7. Including it in one’s personal 
repertory is almost mandatory for most top-flight pianists, regardless 
of specialty; for fans, deciding one’s preferences in the “Emperor” 
Concerto goes beyond an evening’s interpretation, to larger questions 
of performance style and aesthetic philosophy. Friendly debates over 
these matters have led to fistfights and worse. In recent decades 
we can trace these passions back to the friendly rivalry between 
Arthur Rubenstein and Vladimir Horowitz, brilliant pianists whose 
long and influential careers represented polar opposites in playing 
style. Rubenstein, one of the 20th century’s greatest interpreters 
of Chopin, waited until late in his career to tackle the “Emperor” 
Concerto, astonishing his admirers when he recorded it. His approach 
is characteristically restrained and poetic, in marked contrast to the 
power and dazzle of the Horowitz version. 

This partisanship has produced a glorious legacy of performance. In 
the latter half of the 20th century, pianists including Claudio Arrau 
and Rudolf Serkin emphasized statesmanlike restraint and overall 
architecture in the “Emperor,” while others including Emil Gilels and 
Sviatoslav Richter thrilled with their fleetness and overpowering 
technique. This abundance has left today’s interpreters and listeners 
to enjoy one of Beethoven’s greatest creations any way we like—
clearly a case of artistic freedom in the service of human freedom.

What to Listen For

In music, nothing is beyond controversy. That includes the seemingly 
incontestable idea of repeatedly programming Beethoven’s 
great piano concertos. Does the continuing popularity of these 
masterpieces mean we hear less from other composers? Well, to 
quote an appraiser on The Antiques Road Show, “Go find me another 
that good.” Yes, we need the new and the newly discovered. But 
works such as the “Emperor” Concerto challenge us to listen again 
and again, discovering new content with each hearing.

With this particular hearing, you might challenge yourself to take 
note of a musical element that shapes our experience without 
showing in the notes: the pairing of the modern concert grand piano 
with Beethoven’s music. Again, this is not without controversy, and 
historically reconstructed “authentic” performances have presented 
modern “Emperors” with solo instruments more closely resembling 
the pianoforte of the 1820s, which projected a sound that was 
more metallic, less resonant and less evenly produced across the 
instrument’s seven-plus octaves. Full disclosure: To your intrepid 
annotator, Beethoven and the modern grand are a match made in 
heaven. Do you agree? The question is especially relevant in the 
“Emperor” Concerto, which explores the idea of the lone voice pitted 
against the many as no concerto had ever done before. This is the 
Romantic hero, the lone individual in discourse with the hugeness 
of the crowd, of nature, of the state, represented in the interplay 
between piano and orchestra. 

For all the philosophical meanings that many listeners hear in 
Beethoven’s Piano Concerto No. 5, its appeal is mainly a matter of 
sheer, abstract beauty, expressed through melodies that combine 
simplicity and grandeur. Their development seems profound yet 
personal, partly because Beethoven’s development sections often 
delineate only the accompanying line in the orchestra or the piano, 
leaving us to imagine the melody on our own. This draws us into the 
composition as few concertos do—one reason why the “Emperor” 
has achieved such rare popularity.

The “Emperor” Concerto bears the hallmarks that have grown familiar 
through the canon of Beethoven piano concertos: the fast-slow-

Concerto No. 5 in E-flat Major for Piano and 
Orchestra, Op. 73, “Emperor” 
LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN  ( 1770–1827)

Instrumentation: 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons; 2 horns, 2 trumpets; timpani; 
strings; solo piano 
Performance time: 38 minutes

Background

B eethoven’s Fifth Piano Concerto, the culmination of his work 
in the concerto form, combines majestic musical ideas with 
intimate, hauntingly beautiful utterance. Lovers of classical music 

have universally taken it to heart; it is the paradigm of the grandly 
scaled, Romantic concerto that Beethoven virtually invented, and it 
continues to inform our idea of what a concerto should be. But why is it 
called the “Emperor” Concerto? “There is no question that the popular 
title originated from extra-musical associations not sanctioned by the 
composer,” says musicologist Andrew Schartmann, who calls the term 
misleading. “It can only be hoped that performer[s] do not base their 
interpretations on these unfounded anecdotes,” he says. The concerto 
should not be associated with Napoleon.

Perhaps. But there are reasons why these anecdotes seem inescapable. 
Beethoven was among the many thinkers who first believed that 
as liberator of Europe from monarchies, Napoleon was a champion 
of human freedom who betrayed this noble cause by arrogating 
the power and privileges of monarchy to himself. The composer 
famously intended to dedicate his “Eroica” symphony—which, like the 
Emperor Concerto, bears a key of E flat—to Napoleon, but furiously 
“undedicated” it in manuscript. There are also good reasons why the 
concerto form is especially well suited to Beethoven’s philosophical 
concerns. Its most basic formal constraint—the one (soloist) versus 
the many (orchestra)—provides an ideal framework for exploring 
the individual’s relationship with society. As with his symphonies, 
Beethoven’s piano concertos pushed the scope and heft of the form as 
he worked his way through musical ideas. 

For lovers of the pianist’s art, the “Emperor” Concerto is perhaps 
the cornerstone of fandom. Beethoven completed it in 1811, about 
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NOTES

for Pacific Symphony by Joseph Horowitz, this esteemed music 
historian shows that the two leading composers in Soviet Russia 
turned to the symphony because their symphonies were needed. 
Having endured decades of starvation, war, Stalin and Hitler, the 
Russian people “craved a cathartic, communal outlet for grief,” writes 
Horowitz. The result was an outpouring of great symphonic music 
that had no parallel in the West. In his symphonies, Shostakovich 
expressed things about the Russian experience that he dared not say 
in words.

As in Nazi Germany, the repression of artists in Soviet Russia was not 
just a matter of censorship, but a matter of life and death. Art in the 
Soviet Union was expected to serve the state and further government 
policies, and a large bureaucracy was deployed to make sure it did. To 
describe this cultural apparatus seems almost surreal, but its reality 
made Shostakovich’s artistic and family life a living nightmare. 

Born in 1906, Shostakovich had begun to attract international 
attention as an important new composer by the mid-1930s, when 
his daringly satirical opera Lady Macbeth of the Mtsensk District drew 
international attention. Within two years of its premiere in 1934 in 
Leningrad, it had found its way to Europe, and opera companies in 
the West were clamoring for it. If not for his growing reputation, Lady 
Macbeth might have resulted in his exile or death rather than just 
censure: With its bold confrontation of psychosexual frustration, 
the dissatisfaction of women and the inequities of Soviet life, it 
offered plenty of grounds for official disapproval. Stalin chose the 
least likely—musical style—for a blistering public condemnation in 
Pravda. Throughout the period of the Great Terror in the Soviet Union, 
with its mass arrests and deportations, Shostakovich knew that his 
compositions were under official scrutiny and could put him and his 
family at risk.

What did Soviet officials want from their composers? Music that was 
highly accessible to the proletariat and utile to the state, promoting 
the advantages of approved collective ideals and the values of the 
revolution. By the government’s reckoning, even non-programmatic 
music could conflict with these goals if it explored new ideas in 
composition, as Shostakovich wanted to do. After withdrawing his 

fast arrangement of movements, the adherence to sonata form, the 
final rondo with its repeated melodic statements by the soloist. But 
its consistently noble character is unique. Rather than climbing to 
altitude, the concerto’s opening seems already to have arrived at 
a great height, announcing itself through repeated, solemn chords 
with the gilded quality of a royal fanfare. After an introduction, the 
splendid opening theme has a sense of firmness, strongly rooted in 
the concerto’s tonic key of E flat. It is balanced by a second theme 
that is no less noble but far softer, almost whispering its presence 
until the two themes reconcile. 

After this high-flying but worldly opening, the second-movement 
adagio seems to ascend still further, perhaps heavenward, stopping 
time with a sweet but melancholy meditation. After the end of a 
series of trills, listen for the second phrase of the poetic main theme: 
in his book The Rest Is Noise, music critic Alex Ross identifies this 
as a source for Leonard Bernstein’s song “Somewhere” from the 
musical West Side Story. This kind of borrowing seems especially 
appropriate when it draws from Beethoven, who often quoted 
his own arrangements of common songs and folk melodies in his 
compositions. Today, Beethoven’s compositions—not the songs 
themselves—are remembered.

In the final movement, the main theme is really just an arpeggio 
reassembled. But with each dazzling iteration, Beethoven 
disassembles it still further, requiring the listener to take part in the 
performance through active listening—just as variations on a theme 
may require listeners to bushwhack their way back to the original 
theme. As in the concerto’s opening, the main theme of the final 
movement has the structure and imposing character of a fanfare.

Beethoven performed his other concertos publicly, but by 1811 his 
increasing deafness prevented him from doing so. In listening, we can 
hear why: this concerto requires extreme virtuosity from the soloist. 
Entrances are precise and unforgiving, and some passages that have 
a free, cadenza-like quality are actually prescribed in detail. 

Symphony No. 10 in E minor, Op. 93 
DMITRI  SHOSTAKOVICH  ( 1906–1975)

Instrumentation: 2 flutes and piccolo (2nd flute also doubling piccolo), 3 oboes (English 
horn doubles third oboe), 3 clarinets (Eb clarinet doubles 3rd clarinet), 3 bassoons 
(contrabassoon doubles third bassoon); 4 horns, 3 trumpets, 3 trombones, tuba; 
percussion; strings 
Performance time: 57 minutes

Background

I n the first half of the 20th century, Shostakovich composed 15 
major symphonies; his compatriot Prokofiev, whom he outlived 
by more than 20 years, produced seven. We could compare 

their output to Bruckner’s 11 and Mahler’s 10. But those symphonies 
were all composed before 1911, and could be described as intensely 
personal explorations of the divine. By contrast, Shostakovich—
like Beethoven—wrote symphonies as public statements in which 
political ideas and events had a living presence. And his Symphony 
No. 10 came at a critical moment in political history, premiering the 
year after the death of Joseph Stalin. 

What was happening to the symphony as an orchestral form? Having 
arisen in Haydn’s Vienna and matured in Germany and Austria, 
was it now finding greater relevance in Shostakovich’s Russia? In a 
compelling 2014 essay on Shostakovich’s Symphony No. 10 written 
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NOTES
Michael Clive is a cultural reporter living in the Litchfield Hills of Connecticut. He is 
program annotator for Pacific Symphony and Louisiana Philharmonic, and editor-in-
chief for The Santa Fe Opera.

progressive fourth symphony from rehearsal with the Leningrad 
Philharmonic in December 1936, Shostakovich began work on his 
fifth. On its surface, at least, he employed more traditional techniques 
of composition, gambling that somehow the bureaucrats gauging his 
artistic usefulness would not hear the meaning behind the melodies. 
Shostakovich’s subtitle for the Fifth can be translated as “A Soviet 
Artist’s Practical Creative Reply to Just Criticism.” And hiding in 
plain sight behind those ironic words is a symphony that is one 
long, contemptuous shout of protest against the Stalinist regime’s 
campaign of terror against the citizens of Russia and its repressive, 
often brutal regulation of artists. Devoid of words but full of meaning, 
the sound of a symphony enabled Shostakovich to express himself 
without uttering a word. Many listeners believe that Shostakovich’s 
tenth symphony and even those that came later were also encoded 
critiques of Soviet rule.

What to Listen For

In Shostakovich symphonies, a sense of narrative prevails whether or 
not we are listening for a story. Is this symphony a story of Stalinist 
tyranny? Its timing doesn’t tell us much, since musicologists tell us 
Shostakovich probably began working on it either shortly before 
or shortly after Stalin’s (unexpected) death. The conductor Kurt 
Sanderling—who was with Shostakovich in the days leading up 
to the symphony’s premiere, and was present when it took place 
in Leningrad in 1954—concurs with the account in Testimony, the 
controversial book brought to the West and edited by Solomon 
Volkov, purported to be Shostakovich’s memoir. In it, Shostakovich 
is quoted as saying “I did depict Stalin in … the Tenth. I wrote it right 
after Stalin’s death, and no one has yet guessed what the symphony 
is about. It’s about Stalin and the Stalin years. The second part, the 
scherzo, is a musical portrait of Stalin, roughly speaking. Of course, 
there are many other things in it, but that’s the basis…”

The symphony certainly bears listening as an expression of 
beauty, sorrow and an assertion of spiritual resilience. As in other 
Shostakovich symphonies, an extended opening movement seems 
to envelop us in a sense of shared adversity in a bleak landscape. 
The voices of strings seem to be searching for a sign of hope, which 
comes with the entrance of a clarinet theme.

Few composers have ever equaled Shostakovich’s ability to combine 
lyrical beauty and acid sarcasm, and we hear this knack in the 
raucous second movement—the scherzo purported to be a portrait of 
Stalin. It could indeed describe a murderous tyrant, or perhaps a bull 
in a china shop: Funny, frightening and grotesque, it proceeds with a 
sense of heedlessness. The possibility of a Stalin-inspired narrative 
is supported by Shostakovich’s deft modulation to a Bach-style 
transliteration of his own name in the notes D/E-flat/C/B, a device 
he often used to covertly insert himself into his music. 

If we choose to hear it as a political allegory, the symphony starts with 
a general, shared experience of suffering under tyranny in the first 
movement, then moves to the nightmarish tension between Stalin’s 
cultural bureaucracy and the hapless Shostakovich. Then, in its third 
and fourth movements, the symphony’s narrative seems to shift and 
broaden, embracing all of us who are listening: Its acidulous energy 
slows and turns more melancholy. In the final movement, as brooding 
strings open onto woodwinds, we hear a gesture of contemplative 
inclusion. Perhaps Shostakovich is inviting us to share with him in less 
hectic, more meditative consideration of what we hear. 

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS

ELLIE AND MIKE GORDON

Pacific Symphony is deeply indebted to Ellie and Mike Gordon, who 
have been generous and loyal supporters of the Symphony for more 
than twenty years. The Gordons have endowed the Symphony’s 
Concertmaster Chair in perpetuity, and annually sponsor one of 
our classical concert weekends. Mike is a former chairman of the 
Symphony board, and currently serves on the executive and finance 
committees. Ellie is an active member of Symphony 100 and has 
chaired three Symphony galas. The Gordons have our most sincere 
gratitude!
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CARL meet the music director

T he 2017-18 season marks Music Director Carl St.Clair’s 28th year leading Pacific 
Symphony. He is one of the longest-tenured conductors of the major American orchestras. 
St.Clair’s lengthy history solidifies the strong relationship he has forged with the musicians 

and the community. His continuing role also lends stability to the organization and continuity to 
his vision for the Symphony’s future. Few orchestras can claim such rapid artistic development as 
Pacific Symphony—the largest orchestra formed in the United States in the last 50 years—due in 
large part to St.Clair’s leadership.

During his tenure, St.Clair has become widely recognized for his musically distinguished 
performances, his commitment to building outstanding educational programs and his innovative 
approaches to programming. In April 2018, St.Clair led Pacific Symphony in its Carnegie Hall 
debut, as the finale to the Hall’s yearlong celebration of pre-eminent composer Philip Glass’ 80th 
birthday. This month, he will lead Pacific Symphony on its first tour to China, the orchestra’s first 
international tour since touring Europe in 2006. Among St.Clair’s many creative endeavors are 
the highly acclaimed American Composers Festival, which began in 2010; and the opera initiative, 
“Symphonic Voices,” which continues for the seventh season in 2017-18 with Mozart’s The Magic 
Flute, following the concert-opera productions of Aida, Turandot, Carmen, La Traviata, Tosca and La 
Bohème  in previous seasons.

St.Clair’s commitment to the development and performance of new works by composers is 
evident in the wealth of commissions and recordings by the Symphony. The 2016-17 season 
featured commissions by pianist/composer Conrad Tao and Composer-in-Residence Narong 
Prangcharoen, a follow-up to the recent slate of recordings of works commissioned and 
performed by the Symphony in recent years. These include William Bolcom’s Songs of Lorca 
and Prometheus (2015-16), Elliot Goldenthal’s Symphony in G-sharp Minor (2014-15), Richard 
Danielpour’s Toward a Season of Peace (2013-14), Philip Glass’ The Passion of Ramakrishna 
(2012-13), and Michael Daugherty’s Mount Rushmore and The Gospel According to Sister Aimee 
(2012-13). St.Clair has led the orchestra in other critically acclaimed albums including two piano 
concertos of Lukas Foss; Danielpour’s An American Requiem and Goldenthal’s Fire Water Paper: A 
Vietnam Oratorio with cellist Yo-Yo Ma. Other commissioned composers include James Newton 
Howard, Zhou Long, Tobias Picker, Frank Ticheli, Chen Yi, Curt Cacioppo, Stephen Scott, Jim Self 
(Pacific Symphony’s principal tubist) and Christopher Theofanidis.

In 2006-07, St.Clair led the orchestra’s historic move into its home in the Renée and Henry 
Segerstrom Concert Hall at Segerstrom Center for the Arts. The move came on the heels of the 
landmark 2005-06 season that included St.Clair leading the Symphony on its first European 
tour—nine cities in three countries playing before capacity houses and receiving extraordinary 
responses and reviews.

From 2008-10, St.Clair was general music director for the Komische Oper in Berlin, where he led 
successful new productions such as La Traviata (directed by Hans Neuenfels). He also served as 
general music director and chief conductor of the German National Theater and Staatskapelle 
(GNTS) in Weimar, Germany, where he led Wagner’s Ring Cycle to critical acclaim. He was the 
first non-European to hold his position at the GNTS; the role also gave him the distinction of 
simultaneously leading one of the newest orchestras in America and one of the oldest in Europe.

In 2014, St.Clair became the music director of the National Symphony Orchestra in Costa Rica. 
His international career also has him conducting abroad several months a year, and he has 
appeared with orchestras throughout the world. He was the principal guest conductor of the 
Radio Sinfonieorchester Stuttgart from 1998-2004, where he completed a three-year recording 
project of the Villa–Lobos symphonies. He has also appeared with orchestras in Israel, Hong 
Kong, Japan, Australia, New Zealand and South America, and summer festivals worldwide.

In North America, St.Clair has led the Boston Symphony Orchestra (where he served as assistant 
conductor for several years), New York Philharmonic, Philadelphia Orchestra, Los Angeles 
Philharmonic and the San Francisco, Seattle, Detroit, Atlanta, Houston, Indianapolis, Montreal, 
Toronto and Vancouver symphonies, among many.

A strong advocate of music education for all ages, St.Clair has been essential to the creation and 
implementation of the Symphony’s education and community engagement programs including 
Pacific Symphony Youth Ensembles, Heartstrings, Sunday Casual Connections, OC Can You Play 
With Us?, arts-X-press and Class Act.

CARL ST.CLAIR
WILLIAM J. GILLESPIE
MUSIC DIRECTOR CHAIR
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ANDRÉ WATTS
PIANO

A ndré Watts burst upon the music world at the age of 16 when Leonard Bernstein chose 
him to make his debut with the New York Philharmonic in their Young People’s Concerts, 
broadcast nationwide on CBS-TV. Only two weeks later, Bernstein asked him to substitute 

at the last minute for the ailing Glenn Gould in performances of Liszt’s E-flat Concerto with the 
New York Philharmonic, thus launching his career in storybook fashion. More than 50 years later, 
Watts remains one of today’s most celebrated and beloved superstars.

A perennial favorite with orchestras throughout the U.S., Watts is also a regular guest at the 
major summer music festivals including Ravinia, the Hollywood Bowl, Saratoga and Tanglewood. 
Recent and upcoming engagements include appearances with the Philadelphia Orchestra and 
on tour, the New York and Los Angeles Philharmonics, the Minnesota Orchestra and the St. 
Louis, Atlanta, Detroit, Cincinnati, Dallas, Houston, Baltimore, Indianapolis, Seattle and National 
symphonies, among others. In celebration of the Liszt anniversary in 2011, Watts played all-Liszt 
recitals throughout the U.S., while recent and upcoming international engagements include 
concerto and recital appearances in Japan, Hong Kong, Germany and Spain.

Watts has had a long and frequent association with television, having appeared on numerous 
programs produced by PBS, the BBC and the Arts and Entertainment Network, performing 
with the New York Philharmonic, Boston Symphony, Philadelphia Orchestra, Mostly Mozart 
Festival Orchestra and the Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center, among others. His 1976 
New York recital, aired on the program Live from Lincoln Center, was the first full-length recital 
broadcast in the history of television, and his performance at the 38th Casals Festival in Puerto 
Rico was nominated for an Emmy Award in the category of Outstanding Individual Achievement 
in Cultural Programming. Watts’ most recent television appearances are with the Philadelphia 
Orchestra on the occasion of the orchestra’s 100th anniversary gala and a performance of the 
Brahms Concerto No. 2 with the Seattle Symphony, Gerard Schwarz conducting, for PBS.

Watts’ extensive discography includes recordings of works by Gershwin, Chopin, Liszt and 
Tchaikovsky for CBS Masterworks; recital CDs of works by Beethoven, Schubert, Liszt and 
Chopin for Angel/EMI; and recordings featuring the concertos of Liszt, MacDowell, Tchaikovsky 
and Saint-Saëns on the Telarc label. He is also included in the Great Pianists of the 20th Century 
series for Philips.

A much-honored artist who has played before royalty in Europe and heads of government 
in nations all over the world, Watts received a 2011 National Medal of Arts, given by the 
President of the United States to individuals who are deserving of special recognition for their 
outstanding contributions to the excellence, growth, support and availability of the arts in the 
United States. In June 2006, he was inducted into the Hollywood Bowl of Fame to celebrate 
the 50th anniversary of his debut (with the Philadelphia Orchestra) and he is also the recipient 
of the 1988 Avery Fisher Prize. At age 26, Watts was the youngest person ever to receive an 
honorary doctorate from Yale University, and he has since received numerous honors from highly 
respected schools including the University of Pennsylvania, Brandeis University, The Juilliard 
School of Music and his alma mater, the Peabody Conservatory of Johns Hopkins University.

Previously artist-in-residence at the University of Maryland, Watts was appointed to the newly 
created Jack I. and Dora B. Hamlin Endowed Chair in Music at Indiana University in May, 2004.

André Watts’ Hamburg Steinway provided by Mary Schwendeman Concert Service.

ANDRÉ meet the artist

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSOR: 

THE MICHELLE F. ROHÉ DISTINGUISHED PIANIST FUND

Michelle Rohé is one of the great patrons of the arts in Orange County. She has invested 
in Pacific Symphony’s artistic excellence and has a particular love of great pianists. Her 
kind spirit and willingness to support the arts make much of what we do possible. We are 
grateful to The Michelle F. Rohé Distinguished Pianist Fund for sponsoring our piano soloists 
this concert season.
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PACIFIC SYMPHONY

P acific Symphony, led by Music Director Carl St.Clair for the last 28 years, has been the 
resident orchestra of the Renée and Henry Segerstrom Concert Hall for over a decade. 
Currently in its 39th season, the Symphony is the largest orchestra formed in the U.S. 

in the last 50 years and is recognized as an outstanding ensemble making strides on both the 
national and international scene, as well as in its own community of Orange County. In April 
2018, Pacific Symphony made its debut at Carnegie Hall as one of two orchestras invited to 
perform during a yearlong celebration of composer Philip Glass’ 80th birthday, and the orchestra 
will tour China in May 2018. Presenting more than 100 concerts and events a year and a rich 
array of education and community engagement programs, the Symphony reaches more than 
300,000 residents—from school children to senior citizens.

The Symphony offers repertoire ranging from the great orchestral masterworks to music from 
today’s most prominent composers. Seven seasons ago, the Symphony launched the highly 
successful opera initiative, “Symphonic Voices,” which continued in February 2018 with Mozart’s 
The Magic Flute. It also offers a popular Pops season, enhanced by state-of-the-art video and 
sound, led by Principal Pops Conductor Richard Kaufman. Each Symphony season also includes 
Café Ludwig, a chamber music series; an educational Family Musical Mornings series; and 
Sunday Casual Connections, an orchestral matinee series offering rich explorations of selected 
works led by St.Clair.

Founded in 1978 as a collaboration between California State University, Fullerton (CSUF), and 
North Orange County community leaders led by Marcy Mulville, the Symphony performed its 
first concerts at Fullerton’s Plummer Auditorium as the Pacific Chamber Orchestra, under the 
baton of then-CSUF orchestra conductor Keith Clark. Two seasons later, the Symphony expanded 
its size and changed its name to Pacific Symphony Orchestra. Then in 1981-82, the orchestra 
moved to Knott’s Berry Farm for one year. The subsequent four seasons, led by Clark, took place 
at Santa Ana High School auditorium where the Symphony also made its first six acclaimed 
recordings. In September 1986, the Symphony moved to the new Orange County Performing Arts 
Center, and from 1987-2016, the orchestra additionally presented a Summer Festival at Irvine 
Meadows Amphitheatre. In 2006, the Symphony moved into the Renée and Henry Segerstrom 
Concert Hall, with striking architecture by Cesar Pelli and acoustics by Russell Johnson—and in 
2008, inaugurated the hall’s critically acclaimed 4,322-pipe William J. Gillespie Concert Organ. 
The orchestra embarked on its first European tour in 2006, performing in nine cities in three 
countries.

The 2016-17 season continued St.Clair’s commitment to new music with commissions by 
pianist/composer Conrad Tao and Composer-in-Residence Narong Prangcharoen. Recordings 
commissioned and performed by the Symphony include the release of William Bolcom’s Songs 
of Lorca and Prometheus in 2015-16, Richard Danielpour’s Toward a Season of Peace and Philip 
Glass’ The Passion of Ramakrishna in 2013-14; and Michael Daugherty’s Mount Rushmore and The 
Gospel According to Sister Aimee in 2012-13. In 2014-15, Elliot Goldenthal released a recording of 
his Symphony in G-sharp Minor, written for and performed by the Symphony. The Symphony 
has also commissioned and recorded An American Requiem by Danielpour and Fire Water 
Paper: A Vietnam Oratorio by Goldenthal featuring Yo-Yo Ma. Other recordings have included 
collaborations with such composers as Lukas Foss and Toru Takemitsu. Other leading composers 
commissioned by the Symphony include Paul Chihara, Daniel Catán, James Newton Howard, 
William Kraft, Ana Lara, Tobias Picker, Christopher Theofanidis, Frank Ticheli and Chen Yi. 

In both 2005 and 2010, the Symphony received the prestigious ASCAP Award for Adventurous 
Programming. Also in 2010, a study by the League of American Orchestras, “Fearless Journeys,” 
included the Symphony as one of the country’s five most innovative orchestras.  

The Symphony’s award-winning education and community engagement programs benefit 
from the vision of St.Clair and are designed to integrate the orchestra and its music into the 
community in ways that stimulate all ages. The Symphony’s Class Act program has been 
honored as one of nine exemplary orchestra education programs by the National Endowment 
for the Arts and the League of American Orchestras. The list of instrumental training initiatives 
includes Pacific Symphony Youth Orchestra, Pacific Symphony Youth Wind Ensemble and Pacific 
Symphony Santiago Strings. The Symphony also spreads the joy of music through arts-X-press, 
Class Act, Heartstrings, OC Can You Play With Us?, Santa Ana Strings, Strings for Generations 
and Symphony in the Cities.

ABOUT pacific symphony
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MEET the orchestra

* Principal
** Assistant Principal

† On Leave

Celebrating     or     years  
with Pacific Symphony this season.

CARL ST.CLAIR • MUSIC DIRECTOR
William J. Gillespie Music Director Chair

RICHARD KAUFMAN • PRINCIPAL POPS CONDUCTOR
Hal and Jeanette Segerstrom Family Foundation Principal Pops Conductor Chair

ROGER KALIA • ASSISTANT CONDUCTOR
Mary E. Moore Family Assistant Conductor Chair

FIRST VIOLIN
Vacant
 Concertmaster; Eleanor and 

Michael Gordon Chair
Paul Manaster
 Associate Concertmaster
Jeanne Skrocki
 Assistant Concertmaster
Nancy Coade Eldridge
Christine Frank
Kimiyo Takeya
Ayako Sugaya 20

Ann Shiau Tenney
Robert Schumitzky
Agnes Gottschewski
Dana Freeman
Angel Liu
Marisa Sorajja

SECOND VIOLIN
Bridget Dolkas* 20 

Elizabeth and John Stahr Chair
Jennise Hwang** 
Yen Ping Lai
Yu-Tong Sharp
Ako Kojian
Ovsep Ketendjian
Linda Owen
Sooah Kim
MarlaJoy Weisshaar
Alice Miller-Wrate
Shelly Shi

VIOLA
Meredith Crawford*
 Catherine and James Emmi 

Chair
Carolyn Riley† 20

John Acevedo
Adam Neeley
Joshua Newburger
Julia Staudhammer
Joseph Wen-Xiang Zhang
Pamela Jacobson†
Cheryl Gates
Margaret Henken

CELLO
Timothy Landauer*
 Catherine and James Emmi 

Chair
Kevin Plunkett** 30

John Acosta
Robert Vos
László Mezö
Ian McKinnell
M. Andrew Honea
Waldemar de Almeida
Jennifer Goss
Rudolph Stein 30

BASS
Steven Edelman*
Douglas Basye**
Christian Kollgaard
David Parmeter
Paul Zibits
David Black
Andrew Bumatay
Constance Deeter

FLUTE
Benjamin Smolen*
 Valerie and Hans Imhof Chair
Sharon O’Connor
Cynthia Ellis

PICCOLO
Cynthia Ellis

OBOE
Jessica Pearlman Fields*
 Suzanne R. Chonette Chair
Ted Sugata

ENGLISH HORN
Lelie Resnick 20

CLARINET
Joseph Morris*
 The Hanson Family  

Foundation Chair
David Chang

BASS CLARINET
Joshua Ranz 20

BASSOON
Rose Corrigan*
Elliott Moreau
Andrew Klein
Allen Savedoff

CONTRABASSOON
Allen Savedoff

FRENCH HORN
Keith Popejoy*
Kaylet Torrez**

TRUMPET
Barry Perkins*
 Susie and Steve Perry Chair
Tony Ellis
David Wailes

TROMBONE
Michael Hoffman*
David Stetson

BASS TROMBONE
Kyle Mendiguchia

TUBA
James Self*

TIMPANI
Todd Miller*

PERCUSSION
Robert A. Slack*

HARP
Mindy Ball*
Michelle Temple

PIANO•CELESTE
Sandra Matthews*

PERSONNEL MANAGER
Paul Zibits

LIBRARIANS
Russell Dicey
Brent Anderson

PRODUCTION 
STAGE MANAGER
Will Hunter

STAGE MANAGER & 
CONCERT VIDEO TECHNICIAN
William Pruett

The musicians of Pacific Symphony are members of the American Federation of Musicians, Local 7. 30 20


